
Visitor studies have moved far beyond

the simple gathering of statistics to

develop increasingly refined data and

behavioural profiles. The Centre for

Study and Research on Exhibitions and

Museums (Centre d'EÂtudes et de

Recherche sur les Expositions et les

MuseÂes, CEREM) at Jean Monnet

University, Saint-EÂtienne, France, is a

leader in the field and developed an

innovative approach to shed new light

on an old question: How do visitors

perceive an exhibition? Jean Davallon1 is

professor of sociology at the University

and director of CEREM. Hanna

Gottesdiener is professor of psychology at

the University of Paris-X, a member of

CEREM and Editor-in-Chief of Publics et

MuseÂes. Marie-Sylvie Poli is lecturer in

language sciences, Pierre MendeÁs France

University, Grenoble, and a member of

CEREM.

Difference: Three Museums, Three Per-

spectives is unlike any other ethno-

graphical exhibition, in terms of its form

(three exhibitions in one), its successive

venues (first at the Museum of Ethno-

graphy in NeuchaÃtel, Switzerland, then the

MuseÂe Dauphinois in Grenoble, France,

with a detour to the Museum of Folk Arts

and Traditions in Paris, and ending up at

the Canadian Museum of Civilization in

Quebec) and also its rationale, which has

more to do with a challenge taken up by

three reputed institutions than with the

staging of an ordinary exhibition. In order

to have some chance of describing in

formal terms the innovative museo-

graphical character of this achievement,

the attentive observer therefore had to

devise methodological tools other than the

usual semiotic analytical frames and draw

on theoretical frameworks other than

those normally used by museologists. As

our objective was to bring to light the full

extent of the proficiency2 of visitors to the

exhibition when it was held at the MuseÂe

Dauphinois in Grenoble in April 1996, we

devised a protocol for analysing the

discourse of first-time visitors that was

focused on the frames of reference (or

frames of meaning) detected in respon-

dents' comments. We thus developed an

inductive method based on a study of the

visitors' perception of what might (in their

view) have been the ideological motiva-

tions and the production strategy options

of each of the three museums, and also of

the museographical project as a whole.

This article contains a synopsis of the

findings of the research conducted by

CEREM on visitors' interpretation stra-

tegies, our purpose being to show that

on many points, often unsuspected by

curators and consultants, certain visitors'

comments can raise questions that go

beyond the specific exhibition they have

just visited and are more akin to exhibition

criticism in general.

At the outset, this study lent itself readily

to a strictly linguistic approach because

the first step was to process the visitors'

comments by means of speech analysis

software, which, once the initial lexical

processing had been completed, enabled

quantitative lexical data to be processed in

turn by placing them back in the context

of the survey and the exhibition. The

analysis yielded the respondents' frames

of reference, that is to say, the mental

frames to which they referred when they

spoke about the three parts of the

exhibition and about the exhibition as a

whole. The museological approach came

in at the second stage. When all the res-

pondents' frames of reference were

available, they were considered to be

language markers (or indices) of the

visitors' skill at taking an active part in

the exhibition designer's project,3 mean-

ing the extent to which the visitor's

experience might be not just that of a

visitor-as-reader, but also that of a visitor-

as-author.

Three ways of treating difference

Difference: Three Museums, Three Per-

spectives can be seen first of all as a

collective exhibition in which three teams

propose three ways of treating difference,

a key concept in ethnography. Saying,

telling, explaining and persuading are

well-known rhetorical strategies of per-

suasion used in essays, dissertations or

scientific papers. In our view, therefore,

Difference: Three Museums, Three Per-

spectives stands as a mode of museo-

graphical discourse with a three-voice

rhetoric. Each voice corresponds to a

statement implying that there is an author

(designer) and a reader (visitor) and that

the three designers intend to influence the

visitor.4 The complexity of this semiotic

situation means that the visitor-spectator
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must have the receptive and interpretative

capacities that are usually found more

among experts than amateurs. This

exhibition therefore has the merit of

enabling us to see the visitor in a new

light, that is, as an interlocutor who can

perceive/describe/explain the rhetorical

relationship that characterizes Difference:

Three Museums, Three Perspectives and is

due to the dialectic juxtaposition of three

distinct types of discourse.

Aware as we were that this rhetorical

relationship required a highly complex

exhibition format, which is something of a

novelty for visitors, we developed a

survey protocol enabling visitors to

express their personal views in detail both

about the exhibition as a whole and about

the performance of the three museums

individually. We therefore asked visitors

to the MuseÂe Dauphinois who were

willing to take part in the study to take

photographs of anything that made a

particular impression on them in the

exhibition. The exact instructions that

the thirty-nine volunteers were given

were as follows:

As you go through the exhibition,

take a picture of whatever strikes

you most, either because you like it

very much or because you do not

like it at all or just because you feel

like it. You have ten Polaroid pic-

tures in hand, which you can take

anywhere in the exhibition, in

whatever order you like. We shall

meet in a little room at the end of

your visit to discuss your views

about this exhibition and the

pictures you have taken.

Polaroid pictures seemed to us to be ideal

for this kind of research because they can

be taken and developed instantly in the

museum as a tangible item for discussion

and, placed in the middle of the table

equidistant from the two people taking

part in the conversation, prompt com-

ments about the exhibition and encourage

the respondent to think carefully about

the reasons behind the choices made. In

so doing, the person concentrates on the

museographical interpretation to be given

to the exhibition items captured `in the

box'.

The analysis of the respondents' inter-

pretation shows that Difference: Three

Museums, Three Perspectives was per-

ceived more as three exhibitions placed

side by side than as a single museo-

graphical system. In fact, in their remarks

the respondents spontaneously compared

one with the other, some being critical of

NeuchaÃtel but full of praise for Grenoble,

others making little of Grenoble but

extolling the virtues of Quebec, or going

into raptures about NeuchaÃtel compared

with Quebec, and so on.

The exhibition Difference: Three

Museums, Three Perspectives as

interpreted by the Museum of

Ethnography in NeuchaÃtel; visitors laid

emphasis on the ideological and

intellectual character of the approach.
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The photographs about which the visitors

spoke most were those of the texts.

Regardless of the exhibition, the written

commentaries obviously caught the eye.

In their comments the visitors were able to

construct their analyses since they were

on familiar ground, namely, the critical

explanation of a text. Speaking about the

written commentaries on the exhibition,

the visitors voiced keen, constructive

criticism. They thought that the exhibition

was interesting but very difficult. They

considered the experiment to be an

intelligent, effective means of portraying

ways of thinking in French-speaking

countries that have neither the same

history nor the same contemporary socio-

cultural situation. Another museographical

component that was very thoughtfully

analysed were the showcases. The visitors

had a very acute perception of the

`instructions' on the showcases and exhibi-

tion areas because of the interactive

relationship between the arrangement of

the exhibits and the tone chosen by each

museum (emotional or cerebral, cultural

or educational, serious or humorous, as

the case may be). The reactions are sum-

marized below.

The NeuchaÃtel Museum of Ethnography

section

The visitors saw very well why it was

difficult to understand. How was the per-

formance5 of the NeuchaÃtel team per-

ceived? This part of the exhibition was

Difference with a difference: visitors

responded to the emotion-arousing

strategy of the Canadian Museum of

Civilization, Quebec.
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understood as the portrayal of a com-

mitted vision of the world. In their inter-

pretations, visitors laid emphasis on the

ideological and intellectual character of

the approach. The strong points of the

exhibition, recognized as such, were the

intelligence of the complex showcase

arrangement, the scientific quality of the

texts, images and heritage items and its

deliberately provocative style and freedom

of tone. On the other hand, it was

criticized by those who found it incom-

prehensible, for intellectuals only, impos-

sible to take children to, cold, too

aesthetic and even soulless.

The Canadian Museum of Civilization,

Quebec, section

The emotion-arousing strategy was clearly

perceived. Four key words characterized

the visitors' analyses: doors, written com-

mentaries, habitat and North American.

These words were very much to the point

since they reflected the exhibition's style,

ideological register, architecture and use

of modern tools.

The MuseÂe Dauphinois, Grenoble, section

The comments revealed a clear grasp of a

distinctive `MuseÂe Dauphinois style'. The

key words to describe the exhibition? The

visitors used practically the same linguistic

formulations as those of the designers,

namely: regional diversity in France, dif-

ferences (cultural and physical) world-

wide, and philosophical reflection on the

notion of difference. It soon became

obvious to us that the visitors had grasped

perfectly well the three-part plan devised

by the MuseÂe Dauphinois team, each part

dealing with a possible ethnological

acceptation of the concept of difference.

Understanding/overstanding

The results of the discourse analyses on

the visitors' frames of reference show that

visitors are capable of critical discourse ±

or `overstanding' ± that goes much further

than understanding what they have seen

in the specific exhibition on which they

have been asked to give their views. What

do we mean by `overstanding'? The fol-

lowing distinction has been made be-

tween understanding and overstanding

literary texts: `Understanding consists in

asking questions and in finding the

questions on which the text insists.

Overstanding, on the contrary, consists

in asking the questions that the text does

not ask of a model reader.'6

Now, what do we observe about the visi-

tors who, as we have found systematically

in this study, prove that they are capable

of placing Difference: Three Museums,

Three Perspectives in the context of the

`literature' of exhibition discourse, com-

The exhibition presented by the MuseÂe

Dauphinois, Grenoble, was perceived by

visitors as a philosophical reflection on

the notion of difference.
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paring content, style, positions and modes

of mediation with the public? First of all,

they demonstrate possession of a mu-

seum-goer's culture, which extends to

other places, other times and other con-

texts than those of this particular exhibi-

tion. They also show skill in memorizing

the grammar of exhibition production and

curators' discourse, and in adapting it

subsequently to a process of dialectical

understanding. Lastly, the visitors manifest

an ability to describe the communication

mechanisms that enable exhibitions to

function or not, depending on the con-

texts (or frames) of mediation. By con-

structing in this way hypotheses that go

beyond the `here and now' of the exhibi-

tion visited and thinking more broadly in

terms of the exhibition as an object (or a

concept), they raise general issues, such

as the conception of objects as heritage,

spatial arrangements and messages con-

veyed by the exhibition, certain curators'

styles, types of exhibition and the political

and educational roles of museums today.

This means that when visitors engage in

this process of formalizing the kind of

museographical questions that all experts

must ask themselves, they are, in our

view, placing themselves in a situation of

overstanding the exhibition, which makes

them expert visitors. The terms `expert

visitor' and `visitor-as-critic' seem to us to

be synonymous to the extent that they

describe a person capable of analysing ±

and evaluating ± the different ways in

which the same procedures for mounting

an exhibition are reused in different forms

in all exhibitions. There are therefore

expert visitors who, without being profes-

sional museographers, distinguish `exhibi-

tion as products' from figurative exhibition-

mounting procedures, or `tropes', just as

there is a form of literary poetics practised

by expert readers who are not writers or

literary critics, but simply amateurs who are

familiar with questions of tropes and other

figurative methods of composing texts. ■

Notes

1. Jean Davallon may be contacted at:

Davallon@univ-st-etienne.fr

2. We borrow the notion of skill from

language sciences because we consider it to

be altogether relevant to museology:

`Proficiency is the system of rules internalized

by speakers and constituting their linguistic

knowledge, which enables them to utter or

understand an infinite number of sentences.' ±

O. Ducrot and J.-M. Schaeffer, Nouveau

dictionnaire encyclopeÂdique des sciences du

langage, Paris, Seuil, 1995.

3. M.-S. Poli, `Le parti-pris des mots dans

l'eÂtiquette: une approche linguistique', Publics

et MuseÂes, Vol. 1, pp. 91±107, Lyons, Presses

Universities de Lyon, 1992.

4. We use `designer' and `visitor' in the

singular, but they are of course generic terms

that refer to more than one person.

5. `Performance depends on the proficiency of

the psychological subject and the

communication situation, for it depends on

very different factors such as memory,

attention, social context, psychosocial

relations between speaker and listener, and

the affectivity of those participating in the

communication ' ± Ducrot and Schaeffer,

op. cit.

6. J. Culler, `DeÂfense de la surinterpreÂtation',

in U. Eco (ed.), Interpretation et

surinterpreÂtation, Paris, PUF (Formes

SeÂmiotiques), 1992.
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